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Hurst Park Primary School– Parent Teacher Association–Full Minutes 
Meeting Minutes 

Date: Thursday 16th July 2020 | Time: 19:30| Meeting Chair: Mrs Anna Godbold 

In Attendance 
Anna Godbold (Chair), Sam Wilson (Treasurer), Kim Divey (Head Teacher), Lucy Hope (RB-Kingfishers rep), David               
Simms (Governor), Liana Davies (2P rep), Amber Meredith (6), Emilie Martin (1P & 3M rep), Lisa Sampson                 
(Governor), Lucie Hyne-Jones (parent), Helen Jorgenson (3T rep), Katherine Gannon (Teacher), Sinead Godden             
(parent) and Johanna Griscti ( parent) 

Welcome and Apologies 
AG welcomed everyone to the PTA meeting for July 2020, held via an online Zoom video call. AG said apologies had                     
been received from Louise Sherlock, Annie Leslie, Jo Baker, Joe Hoare, Melanie Desmond, Cath Ashurst, Charlotte                
Thorton, Rochine Clarke, Natasha Houareau and Joanna Head. AG highlighted that Charlotte Thornton would not               
be returning as a rep next year but obviously back as a member of staff so she wanted to say thank you for her short                         
time being as rep. Jo baker had also raised that she would be returning as a class rep for her child’s class. AG                       
thanked everyone for their presence tonight and said that it was very odd to be holding this call, in what are very                      
strange times for everyone. AG outlined the agenda. 
AG handed over to SW, who presented the financial update via a powerpoint slide presentation 

FInancial Update 
SW stated that we currently have £17,802.40 in the bank which is a healthy amount, but wanted to note to all that                      
with a few requests coming in, and without a clear plan for fundraising at this time, the total could dwindle away                     
quite quickly.  
March 2020 year end accounts update as follows. SW acknowledged that we did not have a chance to go through                    
these properly at the AGM, as it was cancelled but we will go through these again at the rescheduled AGM. 
Income raised £10, 354 
Total direct costs £2,146 
Total general PTA cost £586 
Year 6 leavers £185- this related to last year's leavers. 
Fund requests of £2,563- these were made up of building blocks for Nursery £2,010, Father Christmas gifts £36 (                   
years Reception,Yr1&2),books for school £517 
Leaving funds carried forward of £4,873 so avery good year April 2019- March 2020 
 
Looking at the accounts from April 2020 to date we have had an income of £2,674. This is major THANK YOU to                      
year 2 who organised a sponsored relay run and they transferred the funds raised from their Justgiving page, to the                    
new HP PTA Justgiving page. This is very helpful for the PTA this year because we have to have an income of £5,000                       
within a tax year to be able to continue as a charity, so this has given us a fantastic boost. LS asked SW if the PTA had                           
received the year 4 fundraising money for their run they also organised. SW said no and that she had tried to make                      
contact with the parent, but that we do not want to presume or push for the funds that we know that parents have                       
organized themselves. If they are happy to pass in our direction then great.. LS confirmed that as far as she was                     
aware, they are planning to transfer the funds to the PTA and the balance was £1.488 as of today, which SW                     
acknowledged that would be yet, be another fantastic boost to the PTA funds and help get us to that £5,000 mark. LS                      



said that she had mentioned to the parents that it would be much appreciated if it went to the PTA pot as opposed to                        
the school directly, to help with the £5,000 target. 
Yr 6 leavers party £440 for a pool party (which has been put on hold, as it could not take place, but looking to take                         
place in September), and fund requests of £3,464. The latter being broken down, £952 going towards Early years                  
outdoor equipment, £1,828 towards the outdoor sails which was the funds agreed to complete the installation, and                 
£684 for a subscription to SCARF ( an  online resource tool for PSHE) 
 
For the future, we have some upcoming fund requests. We know we need to pay for some Early years equipment as                     
they had some problems with some of the items and had to return them, so SW said she will need to follow up with                        
Nisha (School business Manager) on where we are up to with the order and remaining balance. SW highlighted we                   
have also recently had a £7,000 fund request come from the school which KD will explain more about, a bit later. 
SW confirmed that the PTA now have our own Justgiving charity fundraising page, so for any future events that take                    
place, such as the fun runs, people could use our link as the dedicated place rather than being under a crowdfunding                     
page which does not benefit from gift aid. We Have also applied for gift aid which will help get tax back on all                       
donations and this will be automatically done for us on our Justgiving page. 
We have to have an AGM in order to finalise our accounts and it has to be done before next March 2021, hopefully                       
looking at September or early October this year after the school return, but we will need to wait and see if we can go                        
ahead. 
 
 
AG thanked SW for her thorough update and handed over to KD to update on both the £7,000 fund request and if                      
there was any idea on the costs, for the ground materials that are to be installed underneath the sails, so it would                      
help the PTA understand the true balance, after taking into account all the recent fund requests and once transferring                   
of funds had taken place. 
KD then explained that the school had been closed for 17 weeks, and during that time the school has not been able to                       
run breakfast and after school clubs for 17 weeks. The normal school year is 39 weeks so it is approaching almost half                      
of that time. The income that the clubs generate, pays for the staff to run the clubs. As there has been no income, the                        
school has had to use school funding to pay for the staff wages, meaning the school has a big dent in the funds                       
needed to use for the curriculum supplies such as paint, paper, books, pencils etc. Normally we ask the PTA for the                     
funds for the nice to haves and extras, but on this occasion we have needed to ask the PTA to help with the basics in                         
order to start school again in September, fully prepared. KD also stated that they have not fully broken down the                    
cost per pencil etc, this has purley been based on past invoices and orders. 
AG thanked KD for her explanation and said that this is what the PTA funds are for and that the school desperately                      
needed this, so it was a simple yes from AG and if everyone who was happy to vote yes, could raise their hands in                        
favour. LH then asked KD how this has come back to the PTA being asked for funds ,even though it was clearly the                       
right thing to do, but that her sentiments were of shock that Surrey County council or someone higher up had not                     
protected the school by supporting more with the money spent on the wages. KD confirmed that the PTA does not                    
have to pay for the wages and that the school has, but as a result, now put the school in a difficult position of being                         
able to fund the curriculum essentials. Every school will be in a similar position, as it's the clubs that generate the                     
income to cover the wages. LH acknowledged and understood that as it was a self funded scheme, the wages can                    
therefore not come from anything higher up such as the council, but sad to know that the school funds have to be                      
depleted like this. KD confirmed that is correct and that a lot of schools have been hit quite hard during this period. 
 
AG asked for hands once again and it was unanimous on a yes for the approval for the £7,000 fund request. AG                      
asked if the funds would be needed sooner rather than later in order to be September ready and KD confirmed that it                      
would be. KD then put forward another fund request for MFL ( Modern Foreign Languages) of £330 for a                   
programme called Language Nut, which has already been trialled with years 5 and 6, and has had very good                   
feedback from the children and staff also. Similar to the SCARF PSHE resource, this would be a useful resource to                    
support modern foreign languages and that has been requested from the MLF co-ordinator. AG asked everyone to                 
vote and again it was all agreed and approved. 
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KD then confirmed that she would ask Nisha to confirm the amount for the installation underneath the sails and                   
confirm back to SW and AG. 
 
DS asked AG what the general PTA costs related to and SW confirmed that it thighs like subscription we hold such                     
as membership to Parentkind, some stationery but confirmed that she had not done this breakdown un depth as was                   
not expecting to until the official AGM, but would get back to DS with an breakdown. 
 
 

Recruitment Update 
AG spoke about recruitment and was very happy to announce that just before lockdown happened, that some                 
parents had come forward to ask about joining the team. AG confirmed that since LHJ and LS had left the PTA we                      
had been desperate to fulfill some of the available roles and amazingly, Sinead Godden ( parent to George Godden in                    
year 2) had come forward to ask to be nominated and co opted in as PTA Secretary which would help fill a massive                       
gap in the team. AG asked if we could all agree to co-opt SG into the role in order to kickstart the handover that LHJ                         
completed. LS asked at this point that if we were to co-opt SG into the role and plan to get the existing banking                       
signatories changed over so we could remove LS name, then the minutes of this call would have to be written up for                      
the bank and not just a recording. AG agreed. 
AG then introduced Johanna Griscti, and asked JG to say a little bit about her children. JG confirmed she was                    
Mummy to Emma who would be starting nursery in September, Camilla who will be going into year 4 and Isabella                    
who has just left year 6 and will be going into Esher High, and Sophia going into year 11 at Esher High. AG                       
confirmed that JG would like to replace Annie Leslie as the uniform co-ordinator. AG confirmed that if there were no                    
objections from anyone, that any existing trustee and members could co-opt both SG and JG into the team tonight                   
with a view that once the AGM is scheduled hopefully in September, then they would officially be nominated and                   
voted in, including AG herself as she is still co-opted in as PTA Chair. Everyone was happy to agree for both SG and                       
JG to be co-opted and AG welcomed both to the team and said that it was fabulous news and that they had both                       
been instrumental in helping get the virtual pre-loved uniform sale off the ground of late. AG also mentioned that                   
whilst JG is to replace AL, that AL has said that she has unfortunately not been able to wean herself from Hurst Park                       
in this last term as expected, therefore would be more than happy to help JG out from September for a bit longer,                      
which would of course be invaluable experience to support the team.Thank you Annie! 
 

Upcoming events 
AG moved onto the virtual pre-loved uniform sale that had been communicated to all parents and the school this 
week and how the team really wanted to do something for parents who wanted access to the uniform, appreciating 
that due to circumstances we find ourselves in, we are not permitted to use school grounds as normal..AG stated that 
unless no-one her was aware of the letter that went out earlier in the week,, then there would be no need to cover it 
off in any more detail,, but added that the team would be storing the crates of uniform at homes from last day of 
term, in order to facilitate the requests. AG confirmed that  SW had already received a number of requests via the 
dedicated email address, so it is good to know that all the hard work we were doing would be paying off and 
helping parents . SW then confirmed that we had kept within our environmental policy to avoid using plastic bags, 
but that paper bags were really expensive ,so we have found biodegradable bags to use when packing up the 
uniform. 
LH asked if we wanted any plastic bags as she has lots of them instead of purchasing any but SW said we have 
already bought the bags ,but will call on LH if we need to. 
 
AG moved onto the subject of class reps and said that given the times we were in , that we have not naturally started 
up the conversation about current class reps leaving and asking around fellow class parents who would like to take 
over. With this in mind we would have to accept we would try over the summer to recruit but accept that we may 
need to focus on recruiting the new class reps together, come September. 
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LS suggested that we ask all current reps if they would not mind staying on in the current role until December seeing 
as it will not be a heavy workload in the autumn term, and would really help with the transition for new class reps. 
Especially if we were to do anything around Christmas, (although very unlikely), but that it would benefit to have 
reps who know what to expect, until new reps came on board. AG said that was a great idea and worth asking. 
 
KD did state that we would have to recruit reps for the Reception classes however ,as we will have none in place. AG 
mentioned that we would of course look to do that perhaps at the new parents evening( that would normally be held 
in June prior to September)  and hopefully now maybe held in September as KD had  mentioned  to AG that this 
could take place at the end of September in previous conversation. 
 
LS asked if the new parents packs had gone out and KD stated that they had- LHJ then mentioned that she knew a 
few of the Reception parents for next year and that she would ask them if no one puts their hands up and believes 
we would definitely have one class covered. LH then offered up her support on creating a class reps form to all new 
parents, pulling from her experience with last year and how it's not that easy being a new parent in that role. AG 
then said any help would be much appreciated that we will look at September and follow the schools lead on if and 
when the new parents evenings could happen, as KD said that the guidelines are changing all the time. AG also said 
that it's hard as the PTA is not going back in September with  lots of events planned as normal and guns blazing as 
the future of  how events and fundraising will look like is a bit of an unknown. AG said we will need thoughts and 
brainstorming as we are not throwing in the towel but we would need to be a bit creative. AG also highlighted that 
whilst fundraising is key for the school, that the team are also very mindful of the economic climate and not asking 
for too much at the same time from parents. With guidelines constantly changing it is all hard to plan. The recent 
activities from both year 2 and 4 show that fundraising can happen so it's very positive. 
SW reiterated the points about not wanting to keep asking for funds but we also wanting to support the school. SW 
mentioned that perhaps the quiz night that Dave Simms hosts ,could still happen but online. LH asked what the 
current guidelines are aboutholding any mass gatherings. KD confirmed, don’t have them basically. 
DS said that he did host a quiz night via a WhatsApp group ,so it could be done but let’s see what’s happening 
nearer the time. SW confirmed that this is why it’s hard to plan as we may need to do reactive depending on the 
guidelines at the time. 
LHJ then said that perhaps if we cannot plan in events like we used to, but put it to the class reps to organise 
something and just go with it. SW said there  may be a slight concern as some of he videos she had seen of the events 
organised by the year groups were not social distancing at  of the event, so it makes it a bit tricky for the PTA to put 
their stamp on it as we need to implement due diligence and look to be following guidelines. LHJ said that all we can 
do is advise the parents if they do want to organise anything to follow guidelines but that ultimately it will be down 
to them to follow. Obviously if no one wanted to get involved or arrange anything then there is also no pressure or 
expectation to.  We can only advise and ask parents to follow guidelines, but we may struggle fundraising seeing as 
we may not be able to hold events like we used to and it's just an idea to consider. 
AG agreed that it was a great idea from LHJ and that we clearly need to get a robust comms plan in place for when 
sending out to class reps so that everyone is aware of the guidelines and that we are covered. 
AG also asked if anyone had any ideas then to please come forward at any point 
 
 

AOB 
 

SW had quick update for DS earlier financial question in regards the general PTA costs- there was cost spent on                    
some printing of £88, a money safe £65, a money sorter for counting all the coins and that was £91, some usbs for the                        
handover between LHJ, LS and AG , and then £122 in subscriptions. 
 
AG asked KD if it was best to decide on a new date for the AGM on return in September and KD confirmed that                        
would be best and then that the PTA meeting would probably take place at the same time. 
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LS then said we may find that in September, if we are still not allowed to meet in groups, therefore needing to do of                        
the AGM via a zoom call again, it might be worth checking with the Charity Commission on the rules on having a                      
minimum amount of attendees (quorum) in place to hold the meeting , as if changed, it may avoid us having to set a                       
second date, if on the first meeting, the number of attendees required has not been met. SW agreed that we would                     
follow up. 
 
 

Thank you 
AG thanked Amber Meredith for pulling off an amazing job on the year 6 leavers books along with any support she                     
also had, as the comments shared have been fabulous and that it would be lovely to see a copy. AM said a copy had                        
been sent to the school for anyone to look at it. 
 
 

Next PTA meeting 
Agreed the date would be best set on return back in September along with the AGM 

Meeting concluded 20:18 
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